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We are pleased to announce our sponsorship of a show garden at the RHS Chelsea Flower Show in London in May 2018. The garden, designed by Tom Massey, was inspired by
the resilience, determination and ingenuity of refugees living in Domiz camp and was designed with their input, a first in the history of the Chelsea Flower Show.

Since 2015, the Lemon Tree Trust has
been working in Domiz refugee camp
in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq to support garden
development, seed and plant distribution, community
gardening and the planting of thousands of fruit and
shade trees. Since our work began, we have planted
and distributed more than 11,000 trees, ornamental
plants and vegetable seedlings within Domiz and
the surrounding areas.

Garden, a training and discovery centre, we have also
been able to provide 125 food baskets to vulnerable
families in the camp, and offer 50 raised beds for a
women’s community garden. Additionally in this
space, we have constructed a small nursery to help
with the production of seeds and seedlings, as well
as two large polytunnels for productive in-ground
growing. The construction of this garden has been a
major accomplishment over the last 12 months.

In this report, we highlight some of our key projects
over the past 12 months as well as a brief summary
of activity from May 2017 – March 2018. We’re
excited to announce that over 5,000 trees and
ornamentals have been distributed, 375 bags of
fertilizer delivered and 5,000 vegetable seedlings
planted. With the construction of the new Liberation

We have also embarked on additional projects
including a Crisis Response Garden Kit for
distribution in neighbouring conflict regions as well
as an interactive web-documentary, ‘Growing Home’,
that features some of the gardeners living in Domiz.

In March 2018, the
Lemon Tree Trust
partnered with
Dirin Primary School
inside Domiz camp
to provide three raised
garden beds, within
the Liberation Garden,
for students to tend.

KEY PROJEC TS:
Crisis Response Garden Kits
Working in partnership with LUSH Cosmetics and
Mercy Hands, we are employing refugees in Domiz
camp, Iraq to help design and make emergency
growing kits for crisis-affected areas in Iraq and
Syria. The concept of the Crisis Response Garden
Kits was simple: deliver all the tools and seeds
required to start growing food to help newly arrived
refugee families begin food gardening as soon as
possible. The kits range from a single household

‘Growing Home’
Interactive Web Documentary
‘Growing Home’ is an interactive web documentary
that presents interviews with refugee gardeners
in Domiz camp, who were part of the 2017 Lemon
Tree Trust Garden Competition. There are
10 short one minute films as well as three longer
interactive pieces that take a more in-depth look

Liberation Garden
We worked with camp management to transform a
3,000 sq ft disused area of land and in June of 2017,
commenced the refurbishment of a broken borewell
located at the site. This area was already called
‘Azadi’ which means ‘liberation’ in Kurdish, giving us
the perfect name for our new demonstration and
community garden. Our team in Domiz led the
design of the garden and we employed residents of
the camp to built it.
The Liberation Garden now consists of five
polytunnels, one nursery, 50 raised beds, one small
livestock pen and a section for in-ground planting.
The purpose of the garden is to encourage
agriculture while also educating future gardeners

garden, to a large community garden including a
wheelbarrow and a large crate.
The project also involves a livelihood strategy by
helping to set up a workers’ cooperative in Domiz
camp, where refugees help design and construct the
kits. The Lemon Tree Trust then purchases these
kits from refugees helping to develop a business
strategy beyond charitable funding. Each kit has an
image of hope for the recipient, hand embroidered
onto the bags by a group of skilled women in Domiz.

at people's lives and their stories.
The documentary has been created by the
interactive storytellers from Scrollytelling,
(The Netherlands), whose members also
produced 'Refugee Republic' in 2014.
Start exploring the gardens and gardeners of
Domiz Camp here: www.growinghome.earth
and supporting growing by sharing the many
different techniques used in small-scale food
production within a camp environment. These
techniques include recycling grey water,
composting, planting in small spaces, breeding small
livestock and growing in polytunnels.
We spoke to gardeners in Domiz to find out their
horticultural needs. We learned that the majority of
people wanted to grow more ornamental plants to
beautify their personal space and many wanted a
demonstration and training garden to benefit the
whole community.
The Liberation Garden is now fully operational and
the residents of Domiz continue to develop it for
their day to day needs.

SPOTLIGHT ON:
Our 2nd annual garden competition was held
in May of 2017 and saw approximately 150
entrants, tripling the number from the previous

year. Cash prizes were offered for the three
best overall gardens with seven additional
categories including prizes for best garden in a
small space; using recycled materials; rearing
livestock and community gardening among
others. All participants were given a lemon tree.
We are currently in the stages of planning our

HIGHLIGHTS:

August 2017

Garden Competition 2017

May 2017

Lemon Tree Trust staff began to break ground
for the new training and discovery garden,
(named Azadi or Liberation Garden) on 3,000
sq ft of disused ground in the middle of Azadi
quarter inside Domiz camp. (Also see SPOTLIGHT
ON: Garden Competition 2017 on reverse.)

Despite the intense heat of August, staff
completed construction of the polytunnels and
plant nursery. One of the goals of Liberation
Garden is that the polytunnels and nursery will
allow the garden to become self-sustaining over
time through the production of high value crops
that can be sold in the greater Dohuk region.
This work was well received by the local
community, a sign that things were progressing
in the camp and that economies were
developing. We were also able to start the
procurement and creation of the first round of
Crisis Response Garden Kits.

September 2017

June 2017

Despite the increasing heat of summer, our
team began construction on the polytunnel
foundations, fencing and livestock pens. We
worked to refurbish an existing borewell and
successfully connected it to the water storage
tanks. Water is essential to the garden,
particularly in such an arid region, and the
Lemon Tree Trust staff celebrated by designing
a mural for the wall of the borewell.

In September, a women’s community garden
was constructed with an initial layout of 24
raised beds. This garden was a key component
requested from the community feedback
sessions. To begin with construction was
challenging, due to the high price of local timber
and the limited availability of high quality soil
that was required. However, with the
enthusiasm and support of families in the camp,
construction went quickly with many volunteers
helping with the design of the beds, which spiral
out to resemble flower petals from above.

July also brought exciting news as LTT was
awarded external funding from LUSH
cosmetics for the construction of 1,200 Crisis
Response Garden Kits - kits containing all the
seeds and tools necessary to start growing food
in crisis affected areas.

Three winners will be chosen from each camp,
with an overall grand prize winner announced on
May 23rd, 2018.

January 2018

The team in Domiz completed 1,200 Crisis
Response Garden Kits, funded by LUSH
cosmetics. This involved sewing bags from
disused tents, and embroidering pictures and
messages of hope for the Syrians and Iraqis
who received the garden starter kits later in the
spring. The kits contain seeds, tools, and
instructions for the creation of small food
gardens for newly liberated areas near Mosul in
Iraq, and Raqqa in Syria.
January also saw the release of ‘Growing Home’,
an interactive web-documentary showcasing
the gardeners in Domiz.

February – March 2018

The Domiz team began the substantial task of
reaching out to four other refugee camps in the
surrounding area in order to develop garden
competitions for May 2018. This was an
opportunity for refugees in Domiz to support
and disseminate gardening information to other
camp residents, signalling a shift from the UK
and US staff managing the projects to refugees
supporting each other. As part of this process,
the team began distributing trees and seeds in
large numbers to neighbouring camps to help
residents develop their gardens in preparation
for competitions in May.
The team also began to harvest the first broccoli
crop inside the polytunnels and commenced the
first distribution of food baskets to vulnerable
households. The women’s garden also saw its
first harvest as well as an ambitious expansion
program of extending the beds from 24 to 50,
giving more families access to the site as well as
three raised beds for a local school.

July 2017

By the end of July, the team had finalized all the
fencing posts to protect the plants and garden,
as well as purchased all the materials required
for the raised beds. With the site now clear of
debris and mapped for use, staff began a
process of community engagement with
families to explain the project to residents and
selected gardeners. These feedback sessions
with the community were essential to our
planning and construction phase in order to
meet the needs of the families in Azadi quarter.

3rd annual competition, which this year has been
expanded from Domiz into four neighbouring
camps (Domiz II, Essian, Kabartu and Gawilan).

October 2017

As the summer cooled, October brought the
first real planting session for the polytunnels
and open spaces. This was a moment of
celebration for all concerned after the hard
work during summer. October also saw the first
delivery of small livestock in the form of rabbits
and chickens.

November – December 2017

November saw the first planting of seeds in the
women’s garden in time for a late 2017 harvest.
These seeds were mostly for leafy greens and
vegetables, such as radish, lettuce, rocket,
spinach, and broad beans. With the greenhouses
ready, the gardeners were also able to raise
seedlings and prepare for winter. We continued
work on the Crisis Response Garden Kits,
distributing the first 100 bags through our
distribution partner Mercy Hands, and began
preparations for spring distribution of trees and
ornamental plants.
December was also an exciting month, as we
officially announced our sponsorship of a garden
at the RHS Chelsea Flower Show in London in
May 2018.

TREE & PLANT
DISTRIBUTION
IN NUMBERS:
SHADE TREES
(Cyprus & Acacia)

1045

340

ORNAMENTALS

VEGETABLE
SEEDLINGS*

860

4950

FIG TREES

870

LOQUAT
TREES

100

APRICOT
TREES

325

LEMON
TREES

445

PEACH
TREES

OLIVE TREES

*Vegetable seedlings are directly associated
with the creation of Liberation Garden in May 2017

LOOKING FORWARD:

The Lemon Tree Trust is gearing up for a productive and exciting second
half of 2018. In addition to increasing tree and plant distribution to
additional camps in Northern Iraq, there are several new projects on the
horizon. Partnerships in Greece are currently being established with the
groups METAdrasi and Lighthouse Relief to bring three community
gardens and a garden competition to refugees and unaccompanied

We support gardening initiatives in refugee
communities as a way to restore dignity, purpose,
and cultural identity. We help bring people together
through the provision of seeds and plants, garden
competitions, and education centres.
www.lemontreetrust.org

945

FERTILIZER
BAGS

825

225

1040

ROSE BUSHES

TOTAL
TREES

TOTAL
ORNAMENTALS

TOTAL VEGETABLE
SEEDLINGS

4390

1805

4950

minors. We are also exploring partnerships in Lebanon. Additionally, a
cookbook project highlighting the stories and recipes from Domiz is
currently in production.
We are piloting an urban rose farm project in Domiz with a view to rolling
out in other camps, creating business opportunities for residents to
supply commercial rose oil to the cosmetics industry.

To find out more about supporting our work contact:
Alfonso Montiel: Director, Business Strategy
alfonso@lemontreetrust.org
+1 214 243 7041
The Lemon Tree Trust is a restricted fund under the auspices
of Prism the Gift Fund, registered charity 1099682

With thanks to Dirk-Jan Visser for the use of his photographs.
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